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(If this certificate is lost no duplicate can be obtained)

Army No. W/196014
NAME ALEXANDER, RUTH

Effective date of Discharge 21st March, 46

Total Service: Years 3 days 303

Rank on Discharge Sjt.

Cause of Discharge Release A.O.S. Group

Service outside Palestine/per

Medals, etc. - AFRICA STAR.

Corps for which enlisted A.T.S.

Corps from which discharged A.T.S.

Transfers, if any, to other Corps N/I.

Previous service in H.M. Forces N/I.

Military Conduct EXEMPLARY.

Date 25 April 46. Officer i/c Palestine Records, M.E.F.

The Palestine Records Office
Officer in Charge, Records, M.E.F.

It is pointed out that a Certificate of Discharge is a very important document and no duplicate can be issued in any circumstances.

The envelope contains, no stamp, the Certificate of Discharge. An envelope is enclosed for this purpose and a pro-forma for you to settle of this document and return the certificate of discharge in due form.

Enclosed please find Certificate of Discharge No. 38/1485. Will you please acknowledge receipt.

RE: Withdrawal

7 Jan 1946

A. Alexander, R.N.
Testimonial.

Has worked excellently; has risen from private to senior ATS rank in Dept. The only member of ATS here to be employed as Storeholder. - Thoroughly honest and diligent; has held position of Trust with utmost satisfaction, accepting willingly all responsibilities. - Intelligence and initiative well above average. - Has in all ways proved far worth.

The Palestine Record Office

25 Feb 1936